
thirteen ways... thirteen ways of  looking at a Needle 
  by Alexandra Awe

In 
 out

shard of  ice – 
the needle stabs calico.

a mother and her daughter
are TWO.

mother, daughter, and the needle 
are less than one.

3 am – 
again
again

push the needle 
through the scab
and wait 

i can tell 
when a book 
has a broken spine. 
this one presses into my thumb – 

must be a C4. 

who will find the needle?
who will sew the arms? 

the soldier – 

like the decapitated sock 

craVes 
a needle and thread.

i watched a girl 
lick 
her bleeding fingers.
all week in the needle’s shop – 
she had forgotten what the sun was.

six days
six days

for six crimson coins.

there are 7 things
a needle cannot fix – 
 

a rose petal

  dropping
 

from stem

is the cruelest kind of  permanence. 

follow the eightfold path
 through the eye
 of  the needle 

    and you will find 
 nirvana. 

Awe Awe
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too bad 
i’ve never been able to thread.

where does the clock fall?
 always at IX.

where does the compass stop?
always with the needle

 pointing 
north.

what spills from lips? – 
the needle seals the void
with thick
black 
X’s.

call on the night
the smoke
and the bone people –

they will build me a doll
and i will buy
eleven needles. 

we plucked the pine tree
to make little leaf  boats.
we sailed them in the gutter sea.

 the tree watched
 swaying in the wind – 
 twelve needles 

short
 
of  perfection.

i asked for 13 years 
before mother said yes – 

peel off  the stickers
undo the clamps.

feel the sting
of  the needle 
in my ear.

i am a woman now.

Awe Awe
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